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ABSTRACT: Photoluminescence microscopy reveals
subgrain special boundaries in FAPbI3 perosvkite thin
films that restrict carrier diffusion and serve as
nonradiative recombination sites. These subgrain
boundaries, which cannot be observed by conventional
AFM or SEM measurements of grain-boundary
grooves, may explain why the performance of perov-
skite solar cells has not scaled with apparent grain size.

Perovskite solar cells (PSCs) based on organic−inorganic
halide perovskite (OIHP) materials have attracted
considerable attention in recent years because of their

rapidly increasing power-conversion efficiency (PCE) that
currently exceeds 23%.1 Given that most high-efficiency PSCs
are made of polycrystalline films, grain size is an important
microstructural feature to characterize,2 because grain bounda-
ries can reduce PCE by limiting carrier diffusion and introducing
nonradiative recombination sites. Since grain-boundary grooves
form naturally during OIHP film growth,2 many techniques for
identifying grain boundaries rely on surface morphology
characterization, for example, using atomic force microscopy
(AFM) or scanning electron microscopy (SEM).3 However, not
all boundaries exhibit clear surface features. Here, we
demonstrate the existence of special subgrain boundaries in
formamidinium lead iodide (HC(NH2)2PbI3 or FAPbI3)
perovskite thin films that cannot be observed by either AFM
or SEM but which present significant barriers for carrier
transport.
Panels a−c of Figure 1 show representative optical, SEM, and

AFM images of a large-grained FAPbI3 pervoskite thin film
produced by low-temperature solvent-vapor annealing.4 On the
basis of the visible grain-boundary grooves, one might assume
that the central (“penguin”-shaped) feature is a single grain. To
study this feature, we examine the spatially resolved photo-
luminescence (PL) intensity distribution for focused laser

excitation at 532 nm. Superimposed onto the SEM image, panels
d and e of Figure 1 show the resulting PL images for excitation by
a near-diffraction-limited ∼250 nm spot located in the top and
bottom regions, respectively. Note that the luminescent areas
are much larger than the excitation spot, because carriers can
diffuse prior to recombination. Both PL images show a sharp
straight discontinuity that bisects the feature and clearly
prevents carrier diffusion, consistent with prior work showing
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Figure 1. Top-surface images of FAPbI3 perovskite thin film
obtained by (a) optical microscopy, (b) SEM, and (c) AFM
measurements. (d−f) Focused excitation PL intensity distributions
superimposed onto the SEM image. Scanning confocal (g) PL
intensity and (h) PL lifetime maps. All scale bars are 3 μm. (i and j)
Averaged PL intensity and lifetime comparison between boundaries
with (line 1) and without (line 2) visible grooves.
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reduced carrier transport across visible grain-boundary
grooves.5,6 However, in this case, there is no visible surface
feature at this sharp discontinuity. Using the relative PL intensity
drop as a qualitative indicator for carrier diffusion and
connectivity,5 it is also interesting to note that carriers in Figure
1d appear to diffuse more readily across the visible grain-
boundary grooves on the right-hand side than they do across the
invisible subgrain discontinuity.
Superimposing the PL images for excitation in the top and

bottom regions, as shown in Figure 1f, we observe that this
straight line is associated with reduced PL intensity across the
entire apparent grain. To study carrier recombination, we use
scanning confocal microscopy to record time-resolved PL
emission as a function of excitation position across the sample.
Figure 1g,h demonstrates that this line is associated with a
reduced PL intensity and shortened carrier lifetime, comparable
to that observed at nearby grain-boundary grooves (see Figure
1i,j). These results show that this carrier transport boundary,
which is invisible to AFM or SEM characterization, is associated
with significant nonradiative recombination.
We readily observed similar carrier transport boundaries in all

large-grained FAPbI3 perovskite thin film samples that we
measured. Figure 2 shows several more examples. While these

boundaries often bisect the grain into two regions, Figure 2d
highlights an example where an apparent grain is segmented into
five regions by four such boundaries (plain SEM image is
available in the Supporting Information). In contrast to normal
grain boundaries, these boundaries are straight, parallel, and
groove-less. Their parallel nature suggests that these sharp
discontinuities are special boundaries, reminiscent of twin

boundaries found in other perovskite materials.7 To study the
relative crystal orientations of the subgrain regions, we acquired
spatially resolved electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD)
Kikuchi patterns across the sample and then averaged these
patterns for each of the five labeled regions. While the average
EBSD pattern for region 5 is unique, regions 1−4 exhibit
identical Kikuchi patterns. This suggests that their crystallo-
graphic orientation is closely related (either identical or rotated
by a symmetry angle). While further characterization will be
necessary to determine their precise crystallographic nature, it is
clear from the EBSD and PL data that these special boundaries
are coherent, akin to twin boundaries.
As evidenced by the PL data, the significant impact of these

special boundaries on carrier transport may help explain why
PSC device performance has not scaled with apparent grain
size.8,9 While further investigation is required to quantify the
prevalence and impact of special boundaries for other OIHP
materials, the results presented here show that PL microscopy
can provide a powerful (rapid and nondestructive) means of
revealing these otherwise invisible boundaries and characteriz-
ing their effects on carrier transport for large-grained OIHP
films.
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Figure 2. PL intensity distribution images for four different apparent
grains superimposed onto optical microscopy images (a−c) and
SEM image (d). Dashed blue lines highlight the special boundaries,
and all scale bars are 3 μm.Right-hand images in panel d show EBSD
Kikuchi patterns from regions labeled 1−5.
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